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I. Complete the sentences by using comparative or superlative adjectives.
1. Antarctica is _________ (cold) than Africa.
2. Taman Negara National Park in Malaysia is the ____________ (old) rainforest in the world.
3. Germany was _________ (successful) in winning medals than Japan.
4. The Atlantic ocean is _______ (wide) than the Mediterranean.
5. Northern provinces are a bit __________ (hot) than southern ones.
6. This is the __________ (funny) actor I have ever had conversation with.
7. Some people think that crocodiles are
_________ (dangerous) than pythons.
8. The little boy was unhappy because his performance was ________ (bad) than his friend.
9. Great Britain is one of the __________ (powerful) countries in the world.
10. Australia is the 6th ________ (large) country in the world, occupying an entire continent of some
7.6 million square kilometres.
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I. Find and correct mistakes in following sentences.
1. This lake is more deep than that one.
2. Kate’s situation is the most complicated than her cousin’s.
3. The bride and groom are happiest people on their wedding.
4. A doctor and an architect are living in this villa. A doctor is from Germany.
5. In England, people drink a lot of tea.
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I. Gap-filling: Choose the suitable words from the box to complete the sentences.
similarities
properly
favourable
reception
crossing
ancestors
grooms
scattered
sweep
souls
1. In order to meet the requirement, you have to point out both _________ and differences between
two cultures.
2. In some cases, brides and __________ are provided with most of the necessary things for their big
day.
3. The board of directors have decided to hold a ________________ in a luxurious restaurant.
4. As a rule of thumb, several superstitious people choose a ________ date before starting something.
5. My parents lay food on the altar for my _________ on a regular basis because they perceive that
they will enjoy the meal with my family.
6. Traditionally, Vietnamese people do not ________ the floor during the first three days of Tet
(Lunar New Year).
7. Some people try to avoid ________ the path of a woman, as this may not bring good luck to them.
8. He holds a belief that the altar is the place where ancestors' _______ live.
9. Before travelling to England, you have to learn to use knives, forks and spoons _______.
10. They leave coins ___________ on the ground as a ritual of their culture.
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I. Word formation: Give the correct form of the words in brackets.
1. The ______ ceremony is one of the three stages of a Vietnamese traditional wedding. (propose)

Sáu

2. Before a wedding ceremony, there must be an _______ ceremony. (engage)
3. As a rule of thumb, a number of superstitious people choose a ______ date before starting
something. (favour)
4. It is believed that meeting a black cat is lucky, but it is ______ to walk under a ladder or break a
mirror. (luck)
5. Working as a volunteer provides you with opportunities to know more about cultural ______.
(diverse)
6. If you want to get on well with your colleagues, you should pay ______ to some common features
of their cultures. (attend)
7. He is trying to work hard so that he is promoted to a higher and more _____________ position.
(prosper)
8. After he had flirted her for a long time, they ________ fell in love. (gradual)
9. It cannot be denied that superstitious _______ exist many cultures. (believe)
10. After the wedding day, the ________ of couples leave on honeymoon in very romantic places. (major)
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6. Read the passage and choose the best answer.
Alcohol And The Devil
Although stereotypes can be harmful, it is true that Russia is one of ______ (1) -ranked
countries in the world in alcohol consumption. The country’s love of vodka is also its leading cause of
______ (2), from liver disease and alcohol poisoning to fatal accidents and crimes.
Since its such an ______ (3) part of their culture, there are many rules of etiquette surrounding
drinking in Russia, for instance, you can’t place a glass of alcohol back on the table after a toast-it
should be bottom’s up and _______ (4).
Arriving late for dinner means that you have to drink a ______ (5) glass of vodka, no
questions asked, as you’ll have to catch ________ (6) with the rest.
Between the first and second shots, there must be no interruptions whatsoever. Lastly, you
should never _______ (7) the mistake of offering a toast with an empty glass. If you do, you’ll have to
drink the entire bottle.
Russians also love to swear, but their custom is steeped in ______ (8). It is said that when you
curse another persons health in a manner without malice, you should spit three times over your left
shoulder. This _____ (9) spits in the eye of the devil, preventing ______ (10) omens or a
temptation of fate. If the curse is made in writing, you should write the guttural sound, “Tfu, tfu, tfu!”
1. A. the highest
2. A. death
3. A. success
4. A. full
5. A. knocked
6. A. in
7. A. do
8. A. super
9. A. symbolical
10. A. lucky

B. the higher
B. died
B. integral
B. empty
B. empty
B. for
B. change
B. superstitious
B. symbolically
B. good

C. higher
C. die
C. federal
C. locked
C. locked
C. up
C. create
C. delicious
C. symbolize
C. worst

D. highest
D. dead
D. unnecessary
D. knocked
D. full
D. about
D. make
D. superstition
D. symbol
D. bad

